CANDIDATE ASSESSMENT AND
INTERVIEWING
BEHAVIORAL INTERVIEWING
 Concept of behavioral interviewing
 Guidelines, examples and developing interview questions
 Behavioral interviewing in practice
 Planning a successful interview day

CANDIDATE ASSESSMENT
 Assessing evidence of skills, knowledge, experience, values and development
 Assessing evidence of positive, effective communication, interpersonal, management and
team building skills
 Assessing spiritual leadership and faith life
 Assessing gifts, abilities and interests
 Assessing the worship and preaching experience
 Assessing the match of congregation, community, mission and pastor
When Pastor Kiefer has identified candidates, she will let your Dean know. The Dean will then
convene a meeting with the call committee to go over interview protocols and answer any
questions you might have about it.
I.
Preparing to Interview:
a. From this point forward, the call committee work is confidential. You can--and
should--tell the congregation that you've started to interview, but no information
about the candidate should be shared.
b. This is a process that is led by the Holy Spirit – mysterious things can happen in
this process, especially when we are not expecting them to happen. Let the
process unfold fully before you make any decisions and make preconceptions
about one or another candidate being the perfect candidate – Try to suspend
judgment until all the interviews are complete.
c. Phone or Skype interviews are possible when distance is a factor. However, try to
maintain the same process for all of the candidates.
d. Compensation for mileage (using the IRS rate 62.5 cents per mile as of July 1,
2022) and/or other travel expenses (meals, lodging, if staying overnight) is
expected to be paid by the congregation within one week of the interview –
regardless of the decision to move forward or not with a candidate. Please do
NOT house a candidate in the home of a member. The candidate needs time away
from being “on” for the interview.
e. The interview should involve as many of the committee as possible, but not
anyone from outside of the committee.
f. The interview visit should, ideally, involve a tour of the church and the
surrounding area. If possible, an informal meal should be provided to allow more
of a social atmosphere, and then the interview can take place.
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g. After the initial interview, references may be contacted as listed in the candidate’s
profile.
h. Once a decision is made on moving forward with a candidate, the other candidates
need to be contacted ASAP by the call committee chair or their designee.
i. Once a candidate has been selected and voted upon by the council, a meet and
greet for your candidate of choice with the congregation is a great idea, as well as
a meeting with the council itself (though that is not a requirement for
congregation or candidate.)
j. You can invite the candidates to preach if you want. A better idea might be to go
and see them preach in their current setting (or acquire a video tape), but the
candidate’s permission for this is necessary. Some candidates will be unable to
come out and preach, due to their current call’s responsibilities. The candidate
may NOT preach on the day of the congregational vote, however.
k. Decide what percentage of agreement is needed to recommend a candidate to
the council BEFORE you start interviewing! Council should also agree on
what percentage is needed before forwarding the candidate to the
congregation! Those percentages should be recorded in the minutes of the
official meetings.
l. Once a vote has been taken and a candidate approved to forward to the
congregation, it is important that the call committee and council speak with one
voice in agreement. In the event of a non-unanimous vote, those who voted “no”
should express their full agreement with the choice of candidate when speaking to
members of the congregation.
Making sense of the profiles…
Review and discuss the information you have received from the Synod regarding the candidate
for pastor. List the qualities, competencies, skills, interests and abilities indicated in this profile
and any other information. Note any experiences and skills that may be a surprise of the Holy
Spirit and enrich your ministry. In what way does this match your ministry and mission as God’s
people in this place? How might you assist a new pastor in learning and gaining new
competencies? If you wish more information and references, contact the Synod Office.

BEHAVIORAL INTERVIEWING
Behavioral interviewing is based on the fact that past behaviors are the best predictor of
future behaviors. Core behaviors of adults generally do not change dramatically. Behaviors are
thinking, speaking, listening, responding, planning, acting, doing, learning, facial expressions,
etc. Personality, attitude, values, faith, belief, hope, love, relationships etc. are expressed by
behaviors. To know how a person will be, we need to discover how they have been in the
past from real situations, events and actions. The work of behavioral interviewers is to
discover the past behaviors that give evidence of knowledge, skills, faith, wisdom, relationships,
leadership, trust, caring, decision making, listening communicating, respecting etc. Behavioral
interviewing respects the candidate and helps her or him tell the story more fully.
Interviewers ask the candidate to describe past experiences, give specific examples and talk
about a particular practice, program, plan or process. Behavioral interviewers ask about
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outcomes in terms of data and effect on people. Candidates for pastor are asked to describe the
work of a Spirit and faith filled ministry. Behavioral interviewers never ask hypothetical
questions such as, “What would you do if…or in our situation, how would you make it better.”
Hypothetical questions invite hypothetical answers and do not yield real evidence. Behavioral
interviewers do not ask leading questions. “We are thinking strongly about starting a Saturday
evening worship service. What do you think about this idea?” This really puts the candidate on a
hot seat. It is very uncomfortable and the candidate has no background information.
Interviewers listen 80% of the time. Listen for evidence of competence and caring, faith and
the things of the Spirit. Listen for tone, enthusiasm, feelings, fears and frustrations as well as
interests, hopes and dreams. Interviewers are good observers of facial and body expressions.
These are also evidence.
Do not start with your ideas, expectations and descriptions. It is very important and
respectful to begin by inviting the candidate to tell you about her or his work and experiences.
Ask your questions and listen fully to the responses. Ask the candidate to elaborate or tell you
more about the experience. You want to get to know the candidate well. The candidate deserves
the respect and opportunity to help you learn why she or he may be your next pastor. If you
begin with your expectation and descriptions, you invite the candidate to tailor her or his
response to your expectations.
Begin with the most recent experience and cluster your questions in specific categories. *Ask
follow-up questions until you have a clear picture. *Ask for specific examples to illustrate the
work. *Ask for examples of what went well and what would she or he do differently next time.
*Ask about effectiveness and positive changes as a result of a program or experience. *Ask
about people – how were they helped, healed, filled with faith and hope. *Ask about the way
people related to each other, worked as teams and formed groups. *Ask about how people cared
for each other, welcomed the stranger or new person into the group. *Ask about how things came
into being, process, decision making, who took part and in what way. *Ask about the usual and
routine as well as the complex, complicated and difficult situations. *Ask the candidate what
gives joy, energy and what he or she loves about the people of the congregation serving. *Ask
about what disappoints or frustrates. Get a complete picture.
Behavioral interviewing teams plan the interview questions to make sure the most important are
explored well and the broad spectrum is included. Behavioral interviewing teams are flexible.
See the Resource of Interviewing Questions to assist you in planning interview questions in
each category of ministry.

GUIDELINES FOR THE INTERVIEW MEETING
1. Hospitality
Hospitality begins with the first phone call by the committee chair to invite the candidate to be
your guest for a day of getting acquainted and formal interview. If the candidate has to travel a
long distance, the committee arranges accommodations, airport pick-up/return and meals. The
candidate’s spouse and family may accompany the candidate, but do not take part in the
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interview meeting. An initial conference call short interview by the entire committee may be
helpful when a candidate is from a great distance. This will help you decide if you wish to have
the candidate come for a full interview at your expense. Make it comfortable and pleasant for
your candidate for pastor. Neither the committee nor the candidate wants to be rushed through an
interview. To be respectful of time, keep the day moving at a comfortable pace. Remember, the
candidate is also interviewing you.
A suggested schedule – Saturday hospitality and interviewing time together.
 Plan the day with estimated or allotted time for each section of interviewing and
activities. Include the spouse and family in casual time, meals and tours.
 Begin with a casual gathering of candidate (spouse, family) and call committee with a
continental late breakfast. Break the anxiety and have a pleasant time.
 Convene the first interview session. Arrange comfortable seating in a circle without a
table in the middle.
 Begin with prayer and a brief devotion by a committee member.
 After interviewing, tour of the church and parsonage with candidate’s spouse.
 Next is lunch for all.
 After the afternoon interviewing session, tour the community together.
 Offer any other kind of hospitality appropriate.
 Two interviewing sessions is more hospitable and offers casual times to get to know each
other.
 If a spouse and children have accompanied the candidate, provide for a host and possible
activity during this time. Plan this ahead of time in conversation with the candidate and
her/his family.
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2. Be well prepared and organized with the hospitality aspects of the day and the interviewing
sessions. At the same time, be flexible, caring, interested and enjoy each other. Keep your focus
and energy up. Do not be distracted by phone, other concerns or interruptions. (Put a sign on the
door – Interviewing, do not disturb.)
3. Use behavioral interviewing questions. Each committee member asks questions. You may
want to have one or two people concentrate on particular categories. Agree about who may ask
follow-questions. Listen carefully to the answers. If the candidate has already answered a
question previously, do not re-ask it simply because it is next on your list. Allow enough time to
explore each category. Ask new graduates to give examples and illustrations from internship,
field placement and volunteer work. Candidates may give examples from prior careers or work.
Beginning a question with “Why” can be perceived as aggressive or putting the candidate on the
spot. “Tell us about how...” is a better alternative.
4. Each committee member will have a list of the planned questions with a lot of space below
each for notes. Each committee member takes his or her own notes. Listen for skills,
competency, abilities, outcomes and relationships.
5. Ask the candidate if there is any other information she or he would like to share as well as
questions he or she would like to ask.
6. Describe your congregation, community, mission, dreams and expectations after the candidate
has had an opportunity to share with you her or his experience and faith.
7. Explore mutual expectations of pastor and people, ministry, way of working together so there
are no surprises. Talk about schedules, office hours, compensation, and future of this ministry.
Be sure candidate has no further questions or concerns.
8. If you are discerning the candidate is a possibility for you, discuss what the pastor and family
need to do well during the transition from one congregation to your congregation. Be clear about
what is next: lead a worship service in a neutral-site congregation or preaching at the
congregation (if desired); discuss compensation package; recommendation to council; if
affirming, contact Synod Office; finalize compensation and expectation document; and schedule
the congregational vote. Before scheduling the congregational vote, the 3 Cs should have been
completed…Call committee recommendation, Council recommendation and Compensation
approved and agreed upon. Then, and only then, is the congregational vote scheduled.
9. Do not pry into the pastor’s private life. See information on illegal and insensitive questions.
10. Make this a day that is pleasant and informative; focused on mission and future; and about
caring for God’s people in your congregation. Close with prayer.
11. Expect the Holy Spirit.
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SPECIFIC CATEGORIES FOR INTERVIEWING AND ASSESSMENT
Ministry areas and categories you will explore with candidate using behavioral interviewing
techniques, ideas and understanding. Following the interview, these categories will be used in
assessing the candidate. Ask questions in each category.
CHRISTIAN EDUCATION
 Adult learning
 Children and youth learning – Sunday School, VBS, week day programs, youth groups.
 Confirmation preparation/Affirmation of Baptism preparation
 Communion and baptism preparation
 Retreats
EVANGELISM/COMMUNITY OUTREACH
 Climate of hospitality and outreach
 Evangelism planning and preparation
 Evangelism/Outreach programs and events
 Results, follow-up, ongoing evangelism
STEWARDSHIP/MINISTRY OF THE LAY PEOPLE
 Programs for helping people identify and use gifts for ministry and vocation
 Money, tithing and beyond
 Extent of lay involvement in ministry, decision making, activities
WORSHIP LIFE OF THE CONGREGATION
 Level of faithful worshippers
 Planning and preparation for worship by pastor
 Involvement of lay leaders in planning, preparation and participation
 Worship style of pastor, congregation and community
 Relationship of worship and daily life
PASTORAL CARE
 Care for the sick, homebound and dying
 Care for people in life transitions and crisis
 Spiritual guidance for ethical dilemmas
 Weddings, baptism and funerals
PERSONAL FAITH LIFE
 Spiritual development and journey
 Testimony of faith
 People who have been important in spiritual journey
 Things that foster spiritual growth and support of pastor and family
 Care for self and family
CHOICE OF MINISTRY AS VOCATION
 The story of God’s call and choice of ordained ministry
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 Testimony about the blessings, joy and vitality in parish ministry
 Dealing with difficulties encountered
 Vision of the future in ministry
ADMINISTRATION AND COMMUNITY BUILDING
 Building a relationship and working with church council, committees, groups
 Working with staff and church office routines
 Process for making decisions, setting goals and making changes
 Way of giving oversight, coordination, facilitation and assessment of ministry
 Work style and schedule
 Communication and relationship building within congregation and in community
WORKING TOGETHER TO DO WELL
 Needs and requirements of pastor and family to do well and thrive
 Needs of the congregation to do well in building relationships and working together
 Things that will foster a healthy transition for pastor and congregation
 Mutual support, expectations and goals
 Healthy, faithful ways of working together in mission
ILLEGAL AND INAPPROPRIATE QUESTIONS
 Age or anything inferring age.
 Ethnic origin or race or anything inferring this question.
 Citizenship except for documented legal right to work in this country.
 Disabilities. Reasonable accommodation is required.
 Sex, sexual orientation or any physical characteristic.
 Marital or family status or plans except as they apply to housing, transition and success of
pastor.
 Being arrested or stopped by the police.
YOU MAY ASK
 Can you provide proof that you are at least 18 years of age should we call you to be our
pastor?
 Tell us how to pronounce your name correctly.
 Do you speak other languages in addition to English?
 If we call you, are you able to document eligibility to work in the United States?
 Are you capable of performing the essential functions of a pastor with or without
reasonable accommodation? (i.e. ramps, elevator, hearing amplification phones, sound
system)
 Is there anything that would prevent you from being at work when scheduled or required?
(Excluding occasional illness or family emergency)
 Have you been convicted of a crime?
 Have you ever been removed from the ELCA clergy roster? If yes, please explain.
 What caused you to leave ______congregation or job?
 Please furnish us with names of three people who are work references including people in
leadership positions. (These may be clergy or lay)
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Some questions or comments are in the insensitive or embarrassing category. For
example, how the candidate is dressed, or looks, why not married or where met a spouse,
etc.
Candidates may voluntarily tell you anything they wish you to know.

TELLING THE STORY OF YOUR CONGREGATION
1. Each member of the Call Committee participates in telling the story of the congregation.
Different people prepare and share the story of the history, mission, and way of doing ministry,
hopes, goals, interest and energy for being in mission together, culture of the congregation and
community. Tell something about the people of God in this place. Each member is asked to
prepare and focus on only one aspect of your story and tell it succinctly.
2. Each member can share one thing about why he or she loves being a member of this
congregation. One sentence!
3. Talk about the most important joys and challenges of your congregation.
4. Describe your community and the opportunities for mission and ministry it presents.
5. Share your ways of accompanying, supporting, working together and loving your pastor.
6. Ask the candidate if she or he would like more information or has further questions.
7. Describe clearly the next steps in the process and a projected time line.
8. Close this part of the day together in a positive, grace filled way. Thank the candidate for
coming and sharing life and faith together. Thank the candidate for being interested in your
congregation as a place and people to share ministry.
9. Close with prayers and blessings.
10. Organize a tour of the community and any further hospitality.

ASSESSMENT OF THE CANDIDATE
Assess the candidate(s) soon after the interview referring to your notes. Look for evidence of
competencies and qualities that match to your congregation’s mission and ministry.
Competencies are about skills, abilities, knowledge, accomplishment and effective experience.
These things can be learned, improved and developed. Qualities are inherent aspects of character
and personality and are deeply rooted.
Each candidate must be assessed regarding current competencies for your ministry and future
and for evidence of learning, developing and growing. Candidates must be assessed for evidence
she or he is filled and led by the Holy Spirit; a person who embodies the Gospel of Jesus and has
a deep commitment to the church and ministry of word, sacrament, healing and hope.
Assessment is a matter of prayer and the wisdom of the Holy Spirit.
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PREPARATION FOR ASSESSING THE CANDIDATE
1. Spend time in Scripture and prayer. Ephesians Chapters 1, 2, 3 and 4:1-16 are recommended
reading. Have in mind clearly and firmly the congregation’s mission and ministry for the present
and future.
2. Individually and carefully review your notes, highlighting what is significant for you.
3. Each committee member individually completes the assessment tool focusing on evidence of
pastoral competency and qualities and faith values of a pastor. Pay attention to what you heard,
saw and felt.
4. When everyone is ready, the committee comes together to assess the candidate category by
category. First, each committee member is given the opportunity to speak (without interruptions)
about his or her assessment in this category. After all have spoken, have an open discussion
where all can share and respond. Continue until all are satisfied and agree to conclude
discussion.
5. Time for prayer.
6. Chair asks for a first vote. Is this candidate the pastor the Holy Spirit is providing for our
mission and ministry now and for the future? You may have voice or written votes.
7. At the end of all the interviews, call the Dean to inform her/him of which candidates you are
releasing and with which ones you are continuing. Also, call or email Pastor Kirsh-Carr with
those details.
8. If you voted to proceed, make three reference calls, document the response and inform whole
Call Committee.
9. Proceed with the next step in the plan for evaluating the candidate. That may be visiting the
candidate’s current congregation to experience his/her worship leadership and preaching (**this
may only be done with the candidate’s prior permission**), inviting the candidate to preach, or
moving to the compensation and council approval. At each step, care should be taken to
communicate regularly with the candidate and make sure that he/she wants to proceed in the
process.
Reference Questions – Reference questions are also behavioral and focus of the work of a
pastor. Do not call the candidate’s present congregation unless suggested by synod staff.
Introduce yourself and say your congregation is in the process of discerning whether
Pastor_______will be your next pastor.
1. In what way is Pastor___________an effective pastor? Please be specific.
2. In what way did the congregation changed during her/his time as your pastor?
3. What are the skills, talents, abilities or style of Pastor___________?
4. What did you and others enjoy about having Pastor_________as your pastor?
5. In what way did Pastor _________work through any difficulties?
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